INTRODUCTION {#s1}
============

Human locomotion distinguishes itself from that of many other vertebrates due to its predominantly two-legged nature. Therefore, it is not surprizing that most research into human locomotion focuses on the lower extremities, while the contribution of the upper extremities is neglected. However, the arms do appear to play a significant role in locomotion. Studies have shown that people consume more energy when they do not swing their arms during walking ([@BIO039263C5]; [@BIO039263C33]). This indicates a cost-reducing function of arm swing. There is also evidence that arm swing may be involved in regulating the stability of locomotion ([@BIO039263C22]).

How arm swing is instigated during walking is not yet fully known. Some studies mention a predominantly passive nature as a result of the dynamics of the linked body segments ([@BIO039263C5]; [@BIO039263C10]; [@BIO039263C17]; [@BIO039263C23]; [@BIO039263C35]), where the arms would then function as passive pendulums. Other studies brought this idea into question as they found muscle activity in the upper extremities ([@BIO039263C8]; [@BIO039263C19]), thereby indicating an active origin of arm swing. However, the muscle activity is also present during walking when the arms are bound at the sides ([@BIO039263C19]) and contains co-contraction of two agonistic parts of the deltoid ([@BIO039263C29]), which points at either activation through central pattern generators (see [@BIO039263C38]) or a more stabilizing function ([@BIO039263C22]). It has also been found that passive dynamics are sufficient to generate arm swing ([@BIO039263C5]; [@BIO039263C17]), but that the resulting amplitude and relative phase decrease significantly without muscle activity ([@BIO039263C11]). Together these findings seem to indicate a role for both active and passive components in the generation of arm swing amplitude.

Independent of how arm swing is executed, it appears to play an important part during human locomotion. However, what this role is exactly is still unknown. Several hypotheses have been formulated, among which: (a) reducing vertical displacement of the centre of mass (COM) ([@BIO039263C13]; [@BIO039263C24]; [@BIO039263C29]; [@BIO039263C33]); (b) reducing angular momentum around the longitudinal axis ([@BIO039263C2], [@BIO039263C4]; [@BIO039263C5]; [@BIO039263C7]; [@BIO039263C13]; [@BIO039263C27]); (c) reducing angular movement around the longitudinal axis ([@BIO039263C8]; [@BIO039263C24]; [@BIO039263C29]); (d) reducing the ground reaction moment (GRM) ([@BIO039263C5]; [@BIO039263C20]; [@BIO039263C36]); (e) increasing (local) stability ([@BIO039263C26])/balance recovery after perturbations ([@BIO039263C3]; [@BIO039263C14]; [@BIO039263C21]; [@BIO039263C28]); (f) facilitating leg movement ([@BIO039263C22]) and; (g) minimizing energetic costs ([@BIO039263C5]; [@BIO039263C26]; [@BIO039263C33]). These hypotheses cannot be seen entirely separate from each other, and are in some cases even entirely interdependent.

This study focuses on the relevance and interplay of three of the roles mentioned above, namely those in energetic cost, vertical angular momentum (VAM) and GRM. Arm swing is often viewed as a mechanism to decrease angular momentum of the whole body around the vertical axis (as mentioned in hypothesis b above). This idea is based on the observation that angular momentum of the arms is fairly equal in size, but opposite in direction to the momentum of the body ([@BIO039263C7]; [@BIO039263C12]). The change in VAM that results from leg action during walking can, therefore, be compensated by an opposite change in angular momentum through arm swing, thereby bringing the VAM closer to zero ([@BIO039263C13]). The direction of the VAM changes during double support, in preparation for the next step. This redirection can be carried out through the legs via the GRM or it can be (partially) performed through arm swing: when whole-body VAM is decreased through arm swing, the GRM that needs to be generated by the legs to redirect the VAM will be smaller. With that, the ground reaction force (GRF) and the forces that the legs need to generate will also be smaller (that is, if stride length and step width -- both determining factors for the GRF moment arms -- remain unchanged). By this action, a reduction of the whole-body VAM via the arm swing can lead to a decreased energy expenditure by the legs, because the leg muscles do not need to generate as large a GRM. If this were to lead to a decreased total energy expenditure, the energy gain at the legs should be greater than a potential increase in energy expenditure by the arms, i.e. the arms should be more efficient in redirecting the VAM than the legs. This could indeed be the case, because of the suspected (largely) passive nature of arm swing that was discussed before.

Multiple studies have shown that normal arm swing indeed leads to a reduced VAM, when compared to walking without arm swing ([@BIO039263C2]; [@BIO039263C5]; [@BIO039263C7]; [@BIO039263C12]; [@BIO039263C13]; [@BIO039263C27]), with an accompanying reduction in energy expenditure ([@BIO039263C5]; [@BIO039263C26]; [@BIO039263C33]). Since the VAM is not equal to zero during normal walking, an increase in arm swing amplitude could further decrease VAM. Whether this would then lead to a further reduced cost of transport is unknown. The arm muscles will likely need more activation to increase arm swing amplitude, where normal arm swing appears to be largely passive in nature ([@BIO039263C10]; [@BIO039263C18]; [@BIO039263C29]).

There are studies that have investigated the effect of arm swing amplitude on VAM and energetic costs during walking (e.g. [@BIO039263C5]). To our knowledge, none of these have looked at arm swing with an amplitude larger than in normal walking. Including extra arm swing conditions can provide extra insight into the (mechanisms behind the) potential energetic cost reducing function of arm swing. Such insight could prove beneficial in multiple situations, e.g. people attempting to lose weight might prefer to use more energy while walking, while elite racewalkers or patients with an increased cost of transport might benefit from energy-reducing adaptations.

This study aimed to clarify the relationship between arm swing amplitude and the energetic cost of walking, as well as the role of VAM and GRM herein. We hypothesized that: (1) when arm swing amplitude increases, VAM decreases; (2) when arm swing amplitude increases, GRM decreases; (3) a lower absolute VAM is accompanied by a lower energetic cost; and (4) a lower absolute GRM is accompanied by a lower energetic cost. We defined arm swing amplitude as the difference between the anteroposterior COM position of the two arms, where an arm swing in anti-phase with the legs leads to a positive amplitude and an arm swing in-phase with the legs leads to a negative amplitude. With the resulting information, we hope to give a comprehensive answer on the influence of arm swing on the energetic cost of transport during walking.

RESULTS {#s2}
=======

All participants (*n*=12) successfully performed the seven trials. Oxygen data was compromized in the first three participants, so the cost of transport has only been evaluated in nine participants. For one participant (\#9), oxygen uptake data had to be redone at a later time. The experimental manipulation was successful, as clear effects of condition on arm swing amplitude were found \[effect of condition, *F~condition~*(2.23, 24.54)=130.04, *P*\<0.001, see [Fig. 1](#BIO039263F1){ref-type="fig"}\]. Post-hoc Bonferroni analysis showed that all conditions differed significantly from each other (*P*≤0.001) except for the three extra conditions amongst themselves (*P*\>0.05). Fig. 1.**Mean arm swing amplitude** **per condition.** Error bars indicate the 95% confidence interval. Horizontal bars show significant differences between conditions (*n*=12, *P*\<0.05, paired *t*-test with Bonferroni and Greenhouse Geisser correction). I, in-phase; P, passive (restricted); A, active (restricted); N, normal; E, extra.

Cost of transport {#s2a}
-----------------

The cost of transport was higher in conditions with a smaller arm swing amplitude \[*F*~condition~(6,48)=11.95, *P*\<0.001, see also [Fig. 2](#BIO039263F2){ref-type="fig"}\]. Post-hoc analysis showed that in-phase and extra III had a significantly higher cost of transport compared to normal (respectively +15.3% and +17.5%, *P*\<0.05). In in-phase, the cost of transport was also significantly higher than passive, extra I and extra II (*P*\<0.05), and extra III also had a higher cost of transport compared to both other extra arm swing conditions. Fig. 2.**The mean cost of transport (J kg^−1^ m^−1^) per condition.** Error bars indicate the 95% confidence interval. Horizontal bars show significant differences between conditions (*n*=9, *P*\<0.05, paired *t*-test with Bonferroni correction). COT, cost of transport.

Vertical angular momentum {#s2b}
-------------------------

The conditions with a lower arm swing amplitude yielded higher whole-body VAM values \[*F~condition~*(2.67, 29.37)=21.70, *P*\<0.001, see also [Fig. 3](#BIO039263F3){ref-type="fig"}A,B\]. Post-hoc analysis showed significantly higher VAM than normal in in-phase (+88.45%, *P*=0.008), passive (+53.64%, *P*\<0.001) and active (+56.78%, *P*\<0.001) and significantly lower VAM than normal in extra II (−28.16%, *P*=0.03). The VAM in the conditions extra I and extra III were non-significantly lower than normal (respectively −16.61% and −7.98%, *P*\>0.05). Fig. 3.**Vertical angular momentum.** (A,C,E) Mean VAM for all seven trials as a function of the gait cycle (starting and ending with left heel strike), for whole-body VAM, VAM originating from the arms, and VAM originating from the legs, respectively. (B,D,F) Mean absolute values for whole-body VAM and VAM originating from the arms and legs. Error bars indicate the 95% confidence interval. Horizontal bars show significant differences between conditions (*n*=12, *P*\<0.05, paired *t*-test with Bonferroni and Greenhouse Geisser correction).

Apart from looking at the whole-body VAM, the contributions of the arms and the legs can be quantified separately as well. The VAM of the arms was significantly higher for conditions with higher arm swing amplitudes \[*F~condition~*(2.16, 23.80)=38.59, *P*\<0.001, see also [Fig. 3](#BIO039263F3){ref-type="fig"}C,D\]. The VAM of the legs fell just short of a significant relation \[*F~condition~*(2.27, 25.01)=3.00, *P*=0.062, see also [Fig. 3](#BIO039263F3){ref-type="fig"}E,F\].

Ground reaction moments {#s2c}
-----------------------

The conditions with a lower arm swing amplitude had higher GRM values \[*F~condition~*(1.61, 17.74)=25.69, *P*\<0.001, see also [Fig. 4](#BIO039263F4){ref-type="fig"}\]. Post-hoc analysis showed significantly higher GRM than normal during in-phase (+53.62%, *P*=0.033), passive (+21.33%, *P*\<0.001) and active (+15.64%, *P*=0.004), and significantly lower VAM than normal during extra II (−21.96%, *P*=0.013) and extra III (−25.68%, *P*=0.044). The GRM in extra I was non-significantly lower than normal (−12.03% *P*\>0.05). Fig. 4.**Ground reaction** **moment.** (A) Mean GRM for all seven trials over one gait cycle from left heel strike to the next heel strike. (B) Mean absolute GRM averaged over all participants per condition. Error bars indicate the 95% confidence interval. Horizontal bars show significant differences between conditions (*n*=12, *P*\<0.05).

Step parameters {#s2d}
---------------

Several step parameters have also been analyzed (see [Fig. 5](#BIO039263F5){ref-type="fig"}). Step-width differences over the conditions showed a similar pattern as the ML GRF. There was a significant effect of condition for the step width \[*F~condition~*(1.92, 21.14)=4.91, *P*=0.005\], with post-hoc differences between active and the three extra arm swing conditions (all *P*\<0.05) as well as between passive and extra III (*P*=0.002). Fig. 5.**Potential confounders for the relation between VAM/GRM and cost of transport.** (Left panel) Mean step width. (Right panel) Stride length. Error bars indicate the 95% confidence interval. Horizontal bars show significant differences between conditions (*n*=12, *P*\<0.05, paired *t*-test with Bonferroni correction and Greenhouse Geisser correction for step width).

Stride length was lowest in normal walking and increased as arm swing amplitude changed, resulting in a significant difference between conditions \[*F~condition~*(6, 66)=13.85, *P*\<0.001\].

DISCUSSION {#s3}
==========

This study investigated the relationship between arm swing amplitude and cost of transport during walking, as well as the role of VAM and GRM in this process. Results support the first and second hypothesis that state that when arm swing amplitude increases, VAM and GRM decrease, albeit not for the largest arm swing amplitude. However, these changes did not always lead to an accompanying decrease in the cost of transport. Therefore, hypothesis 3 and 4 were not supported by the data.

Influence of arm swing on VAM (hypothesis 1) {#s3a}
--------------------------------------------

Increases in arm swing amplitude were accompanied by a decrease in whole-body VAM, in accordance with hypothesis 1, in all but one case (extra III). Since the arms and legs produce angular momenta opposite in sign, VAM production by the arms can compensate for VAM production at the legs. In normal walking and walking with decreased arm swing, the legs generate more momentum than the arms, leading to a net whole-body VAM unequal to zero. The extra VAM generated at the arms through the higher arm swing amplitude manages to reduce the whole-body VAM toward zero. However, it could also lead to an overcompensation and carry the VAM past zero. Further increases will then lead to an increase in VAM magnitude. In conditions where the arms overcompensated, we found a concurrent small increase in the VAM generated by the legs, which counteracted the overcompensation and kept total VAM above zero. This extra VAM from the legs may have been caused by changes in step parameters: both step width and step length increased for conditions with extra arm swing amplitude (discussed later).

Similar results for the changes in whole-body VAM were found by [@BIO039263C5] who investigated anti-normal, held and bound arm swing (cf. in-phase, active and passive) in comparison to normal walking. They found a similar pattern between conditions for the peak whole-body momentum as in-phase led to the highest VAM, normal to the lowest, and the two restricted arm swings in between. This was again due to an increase in VAM from the arms, while the contribution remained fairly constant across these conditions, similar to findings in the current study. Comparable results were also found in a study investigating walking in children with cerebral palsy. The participants showed a smaller arm swing amplitude on the affected side and higher angular-momentum contributions by the legs. This was compensated by an increased arm swing on the unaffected side, so no changes in total body angular momentum were seen ([@BIO039263C4]). To the best of our knowledge, no studies exist that investigate the influence of increased arm swing on VAM. One study ([@BIO039263C32]) investigated the influence of adding weight to the arms, which should counter VAM by the legs in a similar way as increasing the amplitude. This study found that increasing the weight worn on the arms did not lead to a significant decrease in whole-body VAM, but this might be explained by the fact that the weight was only added to one wrist, rather than symmetrically. Thus, the participants might have compensated differently to remove asymmetries in the walking pattern or actuation thereof.

As mentioned before, we see a deviation in the general trend for extra III in the mean absolute value. Surprizingly, this increase relative to the preceding conditions is not observed in the graph of VAM is expressed as a function of the gait cycle percentage ([Fig. 3](#BIO039263F3){ref-type="fig"}A). This could be explained by the different strategies the participants used for this condition. In 5 out of 12 participants, the employed arm swing led to an overcompensation, meaning that the VAM crossed the zero and had a magnitude comparable to normal but with opposite direction. In other participants, the employed strategy actually led to an increased whole-body VAM (with the same direction as normal). Visual inspection of the walking patterns showed that some participants (\#1,7 and 12) did not move their arms back all the way behind their body, rather they kept their arms in front of them, thereby reducing the effectiveness of the arms in reducing the angular momentum. Some participants (\#4, 12) also had trouble staying in anti-phase during this condition due to different oscillation frequencies for their arms and legs, which could lead to the arms actually increasing the angular momentum in the usual direction rather than reducing it. Thus, walking with extra arm swing led to overcompensation in some participants, and increased whole-body VAM in others (see example data in [Fig. 6](#BIO039263F6){ref-type="fig"}). This led to a mean around zero when the non-absolute values over the cycle were calculated, but a higher magnitude absolute mean. For 3 out of 12 participants, the whole-body VAM for extra III was around zero. Fig. 6.**Participants used different strategies to execute the extra III condition, leading to different results for the whole-body VAM.** Each of the three panels shows one strategy to execute the extra III condition. (Left panel) Increased VAM was seen in four participants and the results of participant \#1 are shown. (Middle panel) Participants had a whole-body VAM around zero; three participants used this strategy and the results of participant \#10 are shown. (Right panel) Five participants showed overcompensation due to the extra arm swing; the results of participant \#5 are shown.

Influence of arm swing on GRM (hypothesis 2) {#s3b}
--------------------------------------------

Similar to VAM, there was also a reduction in GRM visible for the conditions with a larger arm swing amplitude, thereby supporting the second hypothesis. This finding was not unexpected as the GRM is proportional to the time derivative of the VAM, and the VAM has a sinusoidal shape with similar periods for all conditions (N.B. the GRM is not an exact derivative in this case as they are not calculated about the same point).

The current findings are in agreement with previous studies. [@BIO039263C5] found an increased peak vertical GRM when the hands were held or bound at the side during walking (cf. active and passive conditions), and an even further increase for in-phase walking compared to normal walking. [@BIO039263C20] investigated the effect of arm fixation during walking on the GRM, and found that the GRM during walking with arm fixation (cf. passive) was significantly higher compared to normal walking in males, but not females.

Consequences for the cost of transport (hypotheses 3 and 4) {#s3c}
-----------------------------------------------------------

The changes seen in VAM and GRM support the idea that VAM can be regulated via either arm swing or GRM. However, reducing VAM and GRM would only be favorable if these changes led to a decrease in cost of walking, as postulated in hypotheses 3 and 4. We found a pattern where the cost of transport decreased up until condition extra I (slightly more arm swing than normal). It should be noted that not all post-hoc differences were significant (see [Fig. 2](#BIO039263F2){ref-type="fig"}). When arm swing amplitude was increased beyond extra I, we found an increase in cost of transport, despite a reduction in VAM (from extra I to extra II) and GRM. This increase in cost of transport in the largest arm swing conditions is most likely the result of the increased cost of swinging the arms. This cost goes up as arm swing amplitude increases due to an increasing moment arm of gravity. Furthermore, as the arm elevation goes up, the same change in arm (shoulder) angle will lead to a smaller change in horizontal amplitude (i.e. the slope of a cosine function gets smaller when approaching the peak). Taken together: the energy costs go up, while the gain goes down at larger arm elevations. These findings lead to the conclusion that hypotheses 3 and 4 should be rejected, as they only hold for certain conditions. Rather, a parabolic relation between arm swing amplitude and energetic cost was found.

Notwithstanding the rejection of hypothesis 3 and 4 (for increased arm swing amplitudes), findings for reduced arm swing amplitudes agree with findings from previous studies. [@BIO039263C5] found the lowest metabolic energy for the normal walking condition, which increased 7% and 12%, respectively, for the bound and held conditions (cf. passive and active that were +3.93% and +3.94% compared to normal in the current study). The cost of transport was highest in anti-normal arm swing (+26%, cf. in-phase which was +15.31% compared to normal in the current study) conditions. [@BIO039263C33] investigated the influence of walking with no arm swing on the cost of transport and found that walking with the arms folded over the chest led to a 7.7% increase in gross metabolic energy expenditure during walking. This is comparable to findings for walking without arm swing in the current study. To our knowledge, no previous studies have investigated the role of increased arm swing on energetic costs so these findings cannot be compared.

Arm swing amplitude: a trade-off? {#s3d}
---------------------------------

From an evolutionary perspective, one could expect humans to walk with an optimized arm swing as there is evidence that humans optimize their walking behavior for energetic cost of transport ([@BIO039263C15]; [@BIO039263C31]; [@BIO039263C34]; [@BIO039263C37]). However, walking with a larger arm swing amplitude than normal did not always lead to a significant increase in energetic cost. On the contrary, the energetic cost for walking with a lightly increased arm swing (extra I) was even somewhat lower than for walking with normal arm swing (non-significant difference*, P*\>0.05). Moreover, from the viewpoint of optimizing gait stability, a larger arm swing may be beneficial ([@BIO039263C3]; [@BIO039263C16]; [@BIO039263C25]; [@BIO039263C30]). On the other hand, when faced with a larger perturbation, arm swing itself may already be detrimental \[although the response of the arms to the perturbation can certainly help in recovery ([@BIO039263C4]; [@BIO039263C28])\]. Thus, maybe swinging the arms as we naturally do is the best trade-off between energetic cost, steady state gait stability and maintaining the ability to respond appropriately in the face of larger perturbations.

Study limitations {#s3e}
-----------------

As mentioned above, participants walked with a lower step frequency for the conditions with larger arm swing. This was not an unexpected effect since it seems logical that if the arm swing amplitude increases, so will the step length to keep the velocity of arm swing in a preferable range. With a constant speed imposed by the treadmill this means that step frequency will go down. The change in step length might also be a reaction to the overcompensation of the VAM through the arms, in order to counteract it. In either case, the changes in these step parameters can potentially influence current findings. It has been shown that individuals tend to walk with a preferred speed-frequency relation and that deviation from this optimal relation can lead to an increase in cost of transport ([@BIO039263C1]). Therefore, the cost of transport for the extra arm swing amplitudes and in-phase are potentially higher due to participants walking with a non-optimal step frequency. Step length also appears to influence VAM, with smaller steps leading to a lower whole-body VAM ([@BIO039263C32]), when walking with normal arm swing amplitude. Beside the changes in step frequency and step length, the step width also changed during the different arm swing conditions, becoming larger in the non-normal arm swing conditions. These changes can have an independent influence on the cost of transport. [@BIO039263C6] found a 45% higher energetic cost of transport when people walk with a wider step width compared to their preferred step width, and an 8% higher energetic cost for walking with a smaller step width. Thus, the higher cost of transport found in the normal arm swing conditions might be in part due to the wider step width that people walk with in these conditions.

All participants walked with a constant average speed of 1.25 m/s. The speed of walking has been shown to have an effect on the VAM in both human experiments ([@BIO039263C32]) as well as in modeling studies ([@BIO039263C5]). Therefore, the effect of increasing arm swing could be different for other walking speeds.

Conclusion {#s3f}
----------

This study explored the relation between arm swing amplitude, VAM, GRM and cost of transport by having participants walk with different styles and amplitudes of arm swing. Our findings support the hypotheses that VAM and GRM decrease with increasing arm swing amplitude (resp. hypotheses 1 and 2). The decrease in total VAM is the result of the increase VAM contribution of the arms, which can now compensate for a larger part of the VAM generated by the legs. In some cases, this led to an overcompensation.

Cost of transport was optimal around normal and slightly increased arm swing amplitudes. The hypothesis that the reduced VAM and GRM lead to a decreased cost of transport was confirmed up until this optimal point. Increasing arm swing beyond that led to an increased cost of transport, most likely due to the disproportional increase in cost of swinging the arms.

In conclusion, increasing arm swing amplitude leads to a reduction in VAM and GRM. However, this is not always useful in terms of cost of transport, which is congruent with the evolutionary concept of metabolically optimized walking. It might, however, provide useful if one wants to decrease the GRM, for instance to alleviate the legs in lower extremity disorders. Normal or slightly increased arm swing amplitude appears to be optimal in young and healthy individuals. This natural arm swing might be the best trade-off between energetic cost, steady state gait stability, and the ability to respond to larger gait perturbations.

MATERIALS AND METHODS {#s4}
=====================

Participants {#s4a}
------------

Twelve healthy subjects have been included in this study (see [Table 1](#BIO039263TB1){ref-type="table"}). The number of participants included was based on previous studies with a similar design (e.g. [@BIO039263C5]). Exclusion criteria were: any orthopedic or neurological disorders that impede gait and an inability to walk for five straight minutes. The experiment was approved by the local ethical committee \[Scientific and Ethical Review Board (VCWE), protocol VCWE-2017-040\]. Prior to the trials, all the participants were informed about the measurements and all signed the informed consent. Participants were free to ask questions at any time and to stop the test if needed.Table 1.**Participant characteristics**

Experiment {#s4b}
----------

All participants executed the seven trials, each lasting five minutes, while walking at a speed of 1.25 m/s on a Dual Belt Treadmill. They used a different arm swing amplitudes for each trial: (1) normal, (2) held, (3) bound, (4) in-phase, (5) extra I, (6) extra II and (7) extra III. Trials were performed in randomized order, with a few exceptions: the normal condition was always done first to prevent conscious thoughts about arm swing from influencing the normal walking pattern, and the three extra conditions were always performed consecutively from smallest (extra I) to largest (extra III). Prior to starting the measurements, the participants performed a practice trial to get used to the treadmill and equipment. Verbal instructions and a demonstration of the arm swing that had to be performed were given before each trial: (1) in the normal condition participants were told to walk like they always do; (2) in the held condition, participants held their arms straight along their body to prevent them from swinging; (3) the bound condition was similar to condition 2, only now the arms were bound to the waist with Velcro straps; (4) in the in-phase condition the participants were instructed to move their left arm forward with the left leg, and the right arm with the right leg; (5) in extra I, the participants were told to increase arm swing slightly as compared to normal, about 1/3 between normal arm swing and the horizontal; (6) in extra II, the arm swing had to be at about 2/3 between the horizontal and normal arm swing; (7) in the extra III condition, participants were instructed to raise their leading arm up to the horizontal, i.e. parallel to the ground. See [Movie 1](Movie 1), which shows all seven conditions as measured by the Xsens system. The instructions for the three extra conditions were given at the same time, to allow the participant to compare the three amplitudes. Adherence to the conditions was visually monitored by the researchers and the participants were told to correct the arm swing when necessary. Participants had the opportunity to take a break after each trial.

Measurements {#s4c}
------------

We measured: (1) respirometry data with a Cosmed Quark B2 (Cosmed BV, Italy) breath-by-breath respirometer; (2) kinematic data with 17 sensor Xsens MVN inertial sensor suit, sampled at 120 Hz (Xsens Technologies BV, Enschede, The Netherlands); and (3) kinetic data with force sensors in the Dual Belt Treadmill (Y-Mill, ForceLink BV, The Netherlands) at 1000 Hz.

Data analysis {#s4d}
-------------

First, separate step cycles were identified by determining left heel strikes on the basis of local minima in the vertical position of the left heel. Then, to check whether the participants had followed the instructions, the arm swing amplitude was analyzed. This was done by calculating the COM position for each arm, using Eqn 1 with the upper arm, lower arm and hand segments (*s*=3):where Σ is the sum over all (relevant) segments, *s* is the number of segments, *i* is an indicator for segment number and *m* is mass. Arm swing amplitude was then calculated as the anteroposterior distance between the COM of the left arm and the COM of the right arm at every point in time. The peak arm swing amplitude of every stride was determined and averaged per condition. The arm swing amplitude was manually made negative for the in-phase condition after we did a visual check to see whether the arm swing really was in-phase with the legs.

### Cost of transport {#s4d1}

To ensure steady state, we only used respirometry data collected during the last 2 min of each trial for the energetic cost calculations. The energy consumption, *E˙* (J s^−1^) was calculated from the oxygen consumption (*VO~2~*) and the respiratory exchange ratio (*RER*) using Eqn 2 ([@BIO039263C9]):Hereafter, the energy consumption was normalized for body weight and speed to get the cost of transport in J kg^−1^ m^−1^.

### Vertical angular momentum {#s4d2}

We calculated total-body COM using Eqn 1 with all segments. Next, we calculated the VAM around the COM as:where *L* is the total-angular momentum, Σ is the sum over all (relevant) segments, *s* is number of segments, *I~i~* is the inertia tensor of segment *i*, *ω~i~* is the angular velocity, *m* is the mass, *r* are the position vectors and *v* is velocity. Since the term *I~i~*×*ω~i~* is very small, we have ignored it in the current study. Contributions of the arms and legs to the total whole-body VAM were also calculated. For this, only the three relevant segments for each extremity were input in the equations. The absolute mean values of the angular momenta per stride were expressed as a measure of the VAM magnitude for all conditions. Using the heel-strike indices, VAM was also expressed as a function of the gait cycle, in order to gain a better understanding of the development of direction and magnitude of the VAM during an average stride.

### Ground reaction forces and moments {#s4d3}

Data from the Dual Belt force platform were filtered with a 20 Hz 2nd order Butterworth filter. The GRM is the moment around the vertical axis caused by the interaction between the feet and the floor and consists of two components: a pure moment under each individual foot (present during single and double stance), and a pure moment resulting from the force couple created by the horizontal GRF of both feet (only present during double stance). The GRM was calculated from the GRF using the following equation ([@BIO039263C20]):In this formula, *GRM* is the ground reaction moment around the vertical axis, *M~z~* is the total vertical moment around the origin of the force platform, *GRF* is the measured ground reaction force and *α* is the distance between the origin and the centre of pressure (COP) of the force platform. We calculated the mean absolute GRM value per stride as well as the mean cycle for every condition.

### Step parameters {#s4d4}

Spatiotemporal parameters can be freely chosen by the participants, meaning they can differ between trials. Therefore the step parameters have been analyzed as indicators to assess how the gait pattern changes as a result of the changes in arm swing amplitude. Step width was calculated as the mean difference between the minimal and maximal x-coordinate of the COP position per gait cycle. Stride frequency was calculated from the time difference between subsequent left heel strikes.

Statistics {#s4e}
----------

Statistical analysis was performed using IBM SPSS Statistics 23. First, a repeated measures analysis of variance (RM-ANOVA, α=0.05) was performed on the arm swing amplitude to test if the conditions indeed lead to the expected behavior and differed between conditions. Then, to test how arm swing (i.e. condition) affects energetics, repeated measures ANOVA was performed on the mean energy costs (*E˙*). Lastly, to see how arm swing affected kinetics (i.e. GRF and VAM), RM-ANOVAs were performed on the VAM and GRM. To test other possible influences, analysis of variance was also done for step width and step length. If there was a significant main effect, a post-hoc paired *t*-test with Bonferroni correction was executed. Mauchly\'s test was used to test for violations of sphericity. If Mauchly\'s test was significant, the Greenhouse Geisser corrected values were reported.
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